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Side Components

Production Support Set - Side, KK.0041534
includes:
- K2.0033571 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R
- K2.0033573 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1L
- K2.0034189 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R Extension
- K2.0023907 1x Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-7
- K2.0034182 1x Articulated Mounting Plate AMP-1

Lightweight Support Set - Side, KK.0041538
includes:
- K2.0033571 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R
- K2.0033573 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1L
- K2.0034189 1x Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R Extension
- K2.0023907 1x Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-7

Vertical Format Set for ALEXA 35, KK.0043836
includes:
- K2.0019443 1x Vertical Viewfinder Adapter
- K2.0043666 1x Vertical Top Plate
- K2.0042610 1x Vertical Format Baseplate

Top Extension Bracket TEB-1, K2.0024062

ALEXA 35 camera body, K1.0039373

Rear Accessory Bracket RAB-2, K2.0034183

Balance Utility Dovetail BUD-1, K2.0034180

Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-7, K2.0023907

Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R Extension, K2.0034189

Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R, K2.0033571

Articulated Mounting Plate AMP-1, K2.0034182

A large number of 3/8-16, 1/4-20 and M4 attachment points on a hinged cheese plate allow various accessories to be attached.

Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-7, K2.0023907

Balance Utility Dovetail BUD-1, K2.0034180

Articulated Mounting Plate AMP-1, K2.0034182

Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R Extension, K2.0034189

Camera Side Bracket CSB-1R, K2.0033571

Camera Side Bracket CSB-1L, K2.0033573
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